
Thursday, 9/24: CLACS Fall Reception, North Common Room, 4 p.m.

Thursday, 10/1: Talk about the roots of Afro-Cuban music by Ned Sublette, Kim Koo Library, 4 p.m. Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.

Thursday, 10/1: Afro-Cuban Rumba Party featuring performances by Pedrito Martinez, Philbert Armenteros, Roman Diaz, and Raymer Olalde, The Spot Underground (180 Pine Street, Providence), 9 p.m. Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.

Friday, 10/2: Roundtable Discussion on Contemporary Afro-Cuban Pop and Jazz. Martin Cohen, Arturo Gómez, Eva Silot Bravo and Ned Sublette, Joukowsky Forum, 12 p.m. Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.

Friday, 10/2: An Evening of Latin Jazz and Afro-Cuban Dance Music featuring performances by Ed Calle and Friends and SonLokos, The Spot Underground (180 Pine Street, Providence), 8 p.m. Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.

Saturday, 10/3: PALO! Performance (Feat. Jesus Andujar and Grupo Sazon), The Spot Underground (180 Pine Street, Providence), 9 p.m. Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.

Sunday, 10/4: Day of Orula Celebration featuring performances by Descemer Bueno, Leslie Cartaya, and Pedrito Martinez Group, Granoff Performing Arts Center, Martinos Auditorium, 7:00 p.m. Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.

Monday, 10/5: Screening of The Day It Snowed in Miami followed by Q&A with Director Joe Cardona. Avon Cinema (260 Thayer Street), 7 p.m.

Tuesday, 10/6: “Human Rights in Minefields: Extractive Economies, Participatory Democracy and Environmental Justice in Latin America.” César Rodríguez Garavito (DeJusticia, Colombian NGO), McKinney Conference Room, 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, 10/7: Talk by **Gina Chavez and Jodi Granado** regarding Niña Arriba (NGO), Kim Koo Library, 4 p.m.

Wednesday, 10/7: **Performance by Gina Chavez Trio**, The Spot Underground (180 Pine St, Providence), 8 p.m. *Part of the Brown University Latin Jazz and Pop Festival.*

Thursday, 10/8: **Talk by Yoss and Victor Fowler**, Joukowsky Forum, 4 p.m.

Monday, 10/19: “**Stones Who Love Me: Powerful Objects in the Andes.**” Catherine Allen, (George Washington University), McKinney Conference Room, 4 p.m. *Part of the Andean Lecture Series.*

Monday, 10/19: Screening of **También la lluvia** (Spain/Mexico, Iciar Bollaín, 2010. English Subtitles), Joukowsky Forum, 7 p.m. *Part of the Monday Night Film Series History, Memory, and Social Justice: Recent Latin American Cinema.*


Thursday, 10/29: “**Latin America and Prospects for Low-Carbon Sustainable Development for the 21st Century**” A panel discussion led by Guy Edwards and Timmons Roberts (Climate Development Lab), Joukowsky Forum, 9 a.m.

Thursday, 10/29: A colloquium to address the intellectual history of the Law in the Hispanic World, the “narco wars” against the state, and the rights of the original populations featuring Arnulf Becker Lorca (Brown University), Hernando Valencia (Colombia) and Jorge Arrate (Chile), Joukowsky Forum, 1:30 p.m. *Organized by The Transatlantic Project at Brown.*

Monday, 11/2: Screening of **Post mortem** (Chile/Mexico/Germany, Pablo Larraín, 2010. English Subtitles), Joukowsky Forum, 7 p.m. *Part of the Monday Night Film Series History, Memory, and Social Justice: Recent Latin American Cinema.*

Tuesday, 11/3: Talk by **Kent Eaton** (Woodrow Wilson Center, University of California Santa Cruz), McKinney Conference Room, 4 p.m.
